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SUMMARY

This paper reports on the preliminary field testing of small-scale solar-
powered irrigation pumps in Pakistan, and .seeks to establish how far the
H>M of these devices would need to fall before thev could be expected to
become attractive to farmers presently using other forms of irrigation.
Hie data available at present are insufficient to support firm conclusions,
but it does appear that relatively modest reductions in price might be
sufficient to persuade Persian wheel users to adopt the new technology.
In the case uf deep tubewells, rather larger reductions seem likely to be
recfuire<l. I he question of who would be able to enjoy access to .solar
pumps is also explored- Here it appears that, whilst more landholders will
be able to benefit than is the case with other modern forms of irrigation,
those with less than 2 ha remain likely to be excluded.

INTRODUCTION

The cost of photovoltaic cells, which convert solar insolation into
electricity, has fallen very rapidly in recent years; and a point is now
being approached where solar energy may he able to compete effectively
wi th existing energy sources in certain areas.5-6 Potential is greatest where
temperatures are high and cloud cover low. Of the many applications of
the new technology which may prove possible, the lifting of relatively
small amounts of water for irrigation and other purposes is generally
regarded as the most promising.
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For a number of reasons. Pakistan appears lo oiler a particularly
favourable environment in which lo explore the feasibility of solar
pumping. Insolation is high and rainfall low. and over extensive areas of
the country regularly recharged aquifers are available within a few feet of
the surface. In addition, there are a large number of small farms, most of
which lack adequate access to modern forms of irrigation.

Taking these factors into account, and encouraged by a preliminary
report prepared by Stephen Allison of Solar F.lcctric International
(SEI). the Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan (ADBP) decided
in 1981 to embark upon a programme of field tests designed to determine
the performance of prototype pumping systems under farm conditions. •'
(At the same time, a small but more controlled experimental testing
programme was set up by the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council
(PARC).) The pump sets were supplied b> Intermediate Technology
Industrial Services (ITIS).

This paper, a shortened version of a report commissioned by ITIS. is
based upon a trip which the author made to Pakistan in February 19X2. at
the end of the first year of the programme, and has two main objectives.?

The first is to compare the existing solar pumping system, and others
now following in its wake, with other forms of irrigation presently in use:
and the second is to assess its likely impact upon the different classes of
which rural society is made up. It builds upon a foundation provided by a
technical report prepared on the same visit and on earlier assessments by
Abernethey1 and Pallet!." lo

The central issues are addressed in the third and fourth sections below,
but a start is made with two brief exercises designed to set the context for
the discussion w hich follows. The first is an attempt to convey something
of the diversity of physical conditions, agricultural practices and social
relations which Pakistan exhibits: whilst the second lakes the form of an
account of the development and distribution of the established systems
of irrigation which solar pumping will either have to compete with, or in
some way to complement, if it is successfully to establish itself.

AGRICULTURE AND AGRARIAN RELATIONS

The greater part of Pakistan's land area is barren and largely uninhabited.
Nearly all of the country's agricultural activity, and the bulk of its
population, are concentrated in the Indus basin which includes the
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Peshawar valleys of the North West Frontier Province (NWFP), most of
the province of the Punjab, and a part of the Sind. In terms of its
agriculture and social relations, the basin may be subdivided into two
smaller units. The first, and less important, are the harani (rainfed) areas;
these are defined broadly by the 1250mm (50 inch) isohyet, within which
rainfall is generally sufficient lo support cultivation without recourse to
irrigation. They stretch across the north of the Punjab and a small part of
NWFP. and correspond approximately to the administrative districts of
Lahore and Rawalpindi (the area immediately surrounding Islamabad in
Fig. I) These arc the oldest settled and most heavily populated parts of
the country: farm si/es accordingly are well below the national average,
and only small amounts of land are available for cultivation under
tenancy arrangements.

The canal-irrigated areas to the south, comprising the remainder of
the Punjab, and the greater part of the Sind, arc characterised by much
lower densities of population, the concentration of land ownership into
a smaller number of hands, and a high incidence of tenancy. Detailed
district level data on the distribution of land holdings and the extent of
tenancy are not available, but the fact that such a large percentage of the
land under cultivation nationally falls within these areas means that the
countrywide figures presented in Table I give a fairly accurate impression
of the situation here at least.

'Effective landholding' expresses ownership and operation of land in
combination. Thus the upper limit of the 'small' farm category might
coin prise either a household which owned 2 ha of land, or one which held
4 ha in tenancy, on the assumption of a 50 50 sharing arrangement: and
so forth. The figure of 2 ha as the minimum necessary for adequate
subsistence is an approximate average based upon conditions in the canal
area. More than half of all farms fall within this category, suggesting that
most rural households are forced to take land in tenancy where this is
available, and to seek alternative sources of income where it is not. In this
case they enter into competition with the landless, who comprised more
than 10";, of the national labour force in 1961. and have almost certainly
grown in relative importance since.

The 'medium' or subsistence band is defined in relation to the average
area of 5 ha which can be ploughed by one pair of bullocks. With two
pairs of bullocks being taken as the maximum which one household could
operate itself, this gives an upper limit of 10 ha. Just over a third of all
farms fall within this category.
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Kig. I. Location of the solar pumps in I'akislan

'Large' farms, in excess of 10 ha. are taken as those which could not he
operated on the basis offamily labour alone (at least under circumstances
where oxen must be used for ploughing); and where clear potential exists
to obtain a surplus over and above domestic subsistence requirements.
Only 3 % of all farms fall within this category, but they account for 19 %
of the total land cultivated. Figures from I960 indicate tha t a fur ther
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TABLE I
Distribution of Land Ownership in Pakistan
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49'.',, of the farm area was tenant-operated, suggesting that something
approaching 70% of the total farm area was in the possession of either
large farmers or non-cultivating land owners. This highly uneven distri-
bution of landholdings has important implications in terms of access to
the benefits arising from the various forms of irrigation discussed below.

PRESENT FORMS OF IRRIGATION

Canals provide by far the greatest amount of water at present, and
account for about 75% of the total area irrigated. But in spite of their
overall importance, they have only made a relatively modest contribution
to the spread of high-yielding varieties (HYVs). This is so for two major
reasons: f i rs t ly , because of the unpredictability of water supply which
canals provide in many areas; and secondly, because of the shortage of
water available from this source during the rahi (winter) season, when
wheat, the major HYV crop, is grown.

The critical factor, as far as HYVs are concerned, has been the intro-
duction, from the 1950s onwards, of deep tubewell (DTW) irrigation,
which offers a far more controllable, and hence reliable, source of water.
By the end of the 1970s, these accounted for about 20 % of the area under
irrigation. In i t i a l developments were confined largely to the public sector,
with large electrically operated tubewclls being installed in areas of the
Punjab and Sind where increasing soil salinity was leading to a reduc-
tion in the area available for cultivation. More recently, however, the
emphasis has switched to smaller, privately owned tubewells. the most
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common of which are of 28 lilrcs/s capacity. Ahout 20";, of these are
electrically operated; whilst the remainder rely on diesel power, and
about 95','',, are located wi th in the Punjab. Wi th in the province, most
wells have been installed in the canal colony region, wi th the dis t r ic ts of
Jhang. Gujranwala, Sialkot and M u l l a n t ak ing the largest share: hut the
richer old settlement dis t r ic t of Lahore also has suitable groundwaicr
conditions, and has also figured prominently.

With the extensive adoption ol'deep luhcwclls. the t r ad i t iona l Persian
wheel technology (which is ox-driven in most instances, hut relies on
camels in the more and areas) has tended to be displaced. This is reflected
in the decline in the amount of land irrigated by well from 5 "„ in 1971 72
to only 2 % in 1978 79. But in areas where there are fewer luhcwclls, the
Persian wheel continues to he used. By far the most i m p o r t a n t of these
is MuzafTargarth in the southern part of the Punjab. This will he of
significance later since il is thought l ikely t h a t the new solar i r r iga t ion
technologies wi l l i n i t i a l l y prove most successful in areas where t rad i t iona l
methods continue to he used.

The uneven geographical spread of canals in the period up lo llic 1950s
led to considerable variations in the types of c u l t i v a t i o n which could he
practised in different places, and the in t roduct ion of luhcwclls has served
to make these more pronounced. But apart from increasing the gap
between regions, the new irr igat ion technology, and the HYV package
which it makes possible, have also served to deepen inequali t ies w i t h i n
them. Precise data are again diff icul t to obta in , but the indications arc
that as many as 90'};, of all tuhewells are located on the land of large
farmers wi th 10 ha or more. This does nol mean the others have been
total ly excluded; there are perhaps seven farms which purchase tuhewel l
water for every one tha t has i t s own tuhewell, and most of these would fal l
w i t h i n the subsistence categories; but most purchasers have access only
at a higher cost per un i t of water than deep tubewell owners, and are far
less able to obtain water in (he quant i t ies required, and at the most
appropriate times.

Superimposed upon this, and serving to widen inequali t ies fur ther ,
have been the effects of the rapid introduction of tractors, and. in
particular, the tendency for tenants to he evicted. As a result, the
small farmers, at least bypassed and at worst adversely affected hy
developments in irrigation, therefore find their livelihoods directly
threatened. Many have already become landless, and many more wi l l join
their ranks if present trends continue.
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Part of the problem has been the unavai labi l i ty of 'divisible' tech-
nologies suitable for use on small landholdings. However, the proponents
of solar irr igat ion systems have argued that their low command areas and
xero energy costs might provide a base from which small farmers could
begin to resist the pressures which have recently been brought to bear
against them. Whether ihis will prove lo be the case, and whether the
various systems will he able to compete effectively against other irrigation
methods are matters which wil l be explored in some detail a l i t t le later.
But first of all. it is important to say a l i t t l e more about solar technology
itself, and the way in which it is currently being tested.

SOl-AR IRRIGATION

The technology

T he pumpsets tested in the programme were all purchased from SEI by
ITIS and have three principal components. 'The first is the solar array,
consisting of 7 panels each to 0-3 m 2 in area, mourned in sets of 4 and
.1 respectively, upon two lightweight wheeled frames. The second is the
max imum power controller, which takes in the roughly constant d.c.
voltage and varying current that is generated hy the panels, and adjusts
these continuously to match the pump load in such a way as to maximise
the power ut i l i sa t ion . The third is the submersible pump and motor,
suspended in the well from a spherical polystyrene float. The solar array
uses silicone cells and is designed to generate 250 W in standard bright
conditions. The pump is a vertical-axis single-stage centrifugal uni t ,
dose-coupled to a brushlcssd.c. motor, whose nominal operating point is
300 rpm at 60 V. The pump is manufactured hy KSB of Germany; it is not
a standard design, but has been adapted by the manufacturers for this
specific application under low heads'.'

Pumpsets of this kind can currently he obtained in small numbers for
about S6200. and were the only ones being tested in Pakistan at the t ime
of the author's v i s i t . Since then, however, three additional systems have
been proposed as alternatives to that presently in use, and subjected to
some preliminary field trials. These operate on the same principle as the
present system (which will henceforth be known as 'A'). They are however,
both more powerful (with 8. 12 and 16 panels respectively), and said to be
more efficient, with peak watt capacities of 260. 390 and 520. They will
subsequently be referred to as systems 'B'. 'C and 'D'.
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The price at which B, C and D can he made available in the event
of a si/eable order has proved the subject of some controversy. The
manufacturer claims that il will be possible to market them at $3500.
$4500 and $5500. but others regard these figures as unrealistically low.
To be on the safe side, alternative systems have therefore been costed at
the rather higher, and generally more acceptable level of $15 per peak
watt , giving a price of $3900 for system B, $5850 for system C. and $7800
for system D.

Field trials

The location of the 14 type A SP.I pumps used for tes t ing is shown in
Fig. I . Ten of these were visited and in each instance farmers' records of
solar pump use were examined, and interviews carried out to check these,
and to determine in more detai l how the new system had been used.
Information was also collected about other methods of i rr igat ion used
prior to the introduction of solar pumping or in conjunction with it.

Whilst it has proved possible to base at least part of those aspects of
the analysis which deal with alternatives to solar irrigation on the pr imary
data, the information gathered from test sites on solar system A has
proved diff icul t to apply directly. This is so for a variety of reasons,
ranging from the location of the pumps in qui te unsuitable places, to the
failure of farmers to keep adequate records.

In view of these difficult ies, it has been necessary to make a large
number of assumptions regarding the performance of solar systems.
Whilst it is unlikely that few. if any, of these will prove wildly inaccurate,
it is important to hear in mind that many parameters wil l need to be
modified as better information becomes available, and tha t all of the
figures presented subsequently should be reported and used wi th caution.
This is particularly important in the case of data presented in relation to
systems B. C and D.

Assumptions and procedures

The first main assumption is that the various solar systems will be used as
an exclusive means of irrigation. This departs from reality in tha t most, if
not all adopters of the new systems, appear likely to use them jointly wi th
water from canal and/or other sources: but it is an essential device if solar
is to be compared with other forms of irrigation. The next step is then to

III
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determine the amount of water which the various solar systems could lift
at di f ferent times of the year, and to go on from there to see what area of
different crops they could actually he used to irrigate. System A, about
which most information is available, wil l be investigated first.

The best way 10 have measured the system's capacity would have been
to have attached flow meters to the irrigation devices, but these were
not available, and an alternative method of calculation has therefore
been devised, which builds upon procedures developed by Pallet!.'°
This involves:

(a) calculating the amount of effective insolation available on an
average day in each month, in kWh/irr. from radiation data
collected at a Research Ins t i tu te in Mul t an (which is at the centre
of the region where solar systems are most likely to prove viable);

(h| es t imat ing the efficiency of the solar system on the basis of field
and experimental station data:

( c ) ca lcula t ing the volume of water which could be lifted each month
at a head of 4in (the minimum level specified by ADBP) on the
assumption that all effective insolation would actually be utilised
for pumping:

(d) allowing for 40";, of water loss in the form of water seepage and
deep percolation:

(e) devising a cropping system where as much of the water available
as possible is used, but where the crop water requirement in any
particular month (after allowing for evaporation and effective
rainfal l) does not exceed the amount of water available.

The outcome of these calculations is summarised in Table 2 which shows
tha t system A should be capable of irr igating about I-08 ha of berseem,
wheat, potatoes and sugar in the rahi (winter) season: and 0-47ha of
sugar, cotton and fodder in klwrif (summer).

The next step was then to establish an index facil i tating the comparison
of system A wi th systems B.Cand D. about which rather less was known.
This was calculated on the basis of the peak flow of water obtained from
different systems under test conditions at a standard l if t of 4m. The
results of this calculation are summarised in Table 3. It should be noted
in passing that there is no direct correspondence between peak watt
capacity (which has been used to determine price) and the actual amount
of water lifted, indicating that the systems perform with varying degrees
of efficiency. System B (wi th 8 panels) performs best, followed by system C
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TABLE .1
( omp;ir.ilivc Indices nt Solur Pumping PLTtorniance

Peak wall L-apucity 250 2f>0
Peak H.m ( lurcs /s . 11 4m h i l l I (.5 .vno
Index liuurc11 I I «2

r
wo

4110
2 4 2

520
4 SO

" l:.\picsM.'d iis mu l l i p l c ol pc;)k How ol Syslcni A.

(wilh 12 puncls) and syslem D (wilh 16 panels). The original 7-panel
syslcni A ciimcs qui ic a long way behind.

To lhe extent tha t relative peak Hows diverge from relat ive to ta l Hows
over extended periods of time, the indices given in Table 3 wi l l need lo be
adjusted; hut in the absence of any actual recordings ol the l a t t e r there is
no a l t e rna t ive at present to using the former as a basis for calculation.

With these indices established, further calculations can be carried out
lo establish the amount of water which could he lilted in a year, the
amount which could he available at the field, the amount actual ly utilised,
and the area irrigated in different seasons in the ease of systems B. C and
D. The relevant results are presented in the upper part of Table 4.

Having dealt w i lh the question of the performance of different solar
syslems the next problem to arise concerns which of the existing types of
i r r iga t ion they should he compared w i t h , and how ihi.s comparison could
be effected.

There would be l i t t l e poin t in comparing the cost of solar wilh canal
i r r igat ion since the la t te r is necessary if aquifers are to be mainta ined at a
level which makes solar i r r igat ion possible: and it is. in any case, cheaper
when available than solar could ever be in the foreseeable future. Given
present levels of subsidisation the same applies to water from electric
tubewells. which on average can he pumped at a cost which is only about
6(1",, of tha t incurred w i t h diesel fuelled syslems.

There does, however, seem to be a good chance thai solar pumping can
shor t ly begin lo displace the t radi t ional Persian wheel, where irrigation
costs are much higher: and at a rather lower price level, it might also start
lo at t ract farmers who currently purchase waler from diesel-operated
deep aibewells, although consideration of scale and convenience make il
un l ike ly to appeal to many deep tubewell owners. Data have therefore
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been collected on the amounts of water typically lifted in a year by
ox-driven Persian wheels and by a 28 litre/s dicsel DTW. as well as upon
the costs involved; and performance figures have been incorporated in the
lower part of Table 4. and used as a basis for assessing the power of the
systems by comparison with solar pumping. (It should be noted here that
all water available at the field is assumed to be used, since operators, by
contrast wi th those of solar pumps, can exercise control over when DTWs
arc used and when they are not.)

The first set of calculations is then completed by examination of the
likely effects of different levels of subsidy which the ADBP is con-
templat ing as a means of encouraging the early adoption of solar
pumping. The minimum level being considered at present is SI500 per
set. and the higher figures of S240U and $3000 were also mentioned in
discussions wi th Bank officials.

Using these figures, calculations have been made, against different
assumptions. 10 assess the reductions which would be required from
present solar price levels before they could start to become economically
viable as alternatives lo ihc.se two types of irrigation. To do ihis. farms
equal in si/e to the rahi command systems A D. at a head of 4 m have
been assumed (1-09. I 98. 2-63 and 3-16 ha, respectively).

Comparing solar costs with the Persian wheel and purchased diesel lubewell
water

Space is insufficient to give detailed explanations of the assumptions and
methods used in arriving at the results presented in th is section. In outline,
ii has been assumed that the solar system will last for 15 years, and
thai once the in i t i a l lixed capital investment has been made, the only
additional expenditure required will take the form of a sum set aside
annual ly for repair and maintenance. With the Persian wheel, a larger
number of factors must be taken into account: the i n i t i a l out lay on
materials and on oxen, and their 'scrap values'; annual repair and
maintenance costs: the opportunity cost of the land on which the oxen
arc grazed (adjusted downwards by 20% to allow for the average amount
of lime which animals spend on work other than irr igation): and the
opportunity cost of supervisory labour time. Similar allowances are made
in the case of the DTWs for i n i t i a l expenditure, scrap values, repair and
maintenance, operator's wages and fuel. A 12% discount rate is used
throughout.
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TABLE 5
A Comparison between Presenl Prices of DilTerenl Solar Pumping System*. unit the
Levels to which Prates Would Need to l-'all in Order lo Compete with Existing I'orms of

I r r iga t ion (S)

H

62(1(1/',«<•/„ ,,nn-

I'rm- (II ulntll .M'.v/t'm hi'innit:\ tntujtftllll'c » illl
(a) Persian wheels line for replacement 1709 1422

(727J U2';/>
W 2 I in

<»•> 7J
(h) Persian wheels recently replaced

f • /)

5X511 7 X I X I

4575 549(1

2 X 5 7 .142.1
( 5 5 VI <5A/.'.I

(c) Purchased DTW wate 1 127 2727 .1 65 1 417S

(F-'igures in brackets express the dillercncc between presenl prices and those which would
he required as a percentage ol the former, ihus also giving ihe r.itc ol subsidy which w'otild
currently he necessary lo persuade existing irrigation to switch to solar systems )

The results of the comparison between the costs of irrigation by Persian
wheel and the four alternative solar systems are presented in Table 5.

Part (a) of the table shows the price at which solar systems need lo he
made available in order to become attractive to a Persian wheel owner at
the point at which both equipment and oxen would need lo be replaced.
Given an assumed equipment life of 30 years, and an assumed oxen
working life of 10 years, the first of these two assumptions would only
apply to one thirtieth, and the second to one tenth of all irngators in year
one of any scheme. Part (b) of the table presents a situation where both
equipment and oxen have just been replaced, and where both are assumed
(somewhat artificially) to have no resale value. These figures thus show
the level at which all Persian wheel irngators would be encouraged at
once to switch immediately lo solar. With the passage of time, increasing
numbers of irrigators would arrive at the point where they would wish to
adopt a solar system at the higher price levels. The results arising from
this exercise may be summarised as follows:

(I) none of the systems are yet cheap enough lo compete with the
Persian wheel under the most favourable conditions where fixed
capital items (equipment and oxen) would have to have been
replaced immediately:
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(3)

(4)

system A. which has already been subjected to a year of field
testing, would not appear attractive to present Persian wheel users
even if the highest level of subsidisation considered by the ADBP
(S3000) were lo be made available;
where Persian wheel fixed capital items were due for replacement,
ihen theminimum Icvelofsubsidisation($l500)would be sufficient
to make system B and system C attractive; system D could
compete at the second level of subsidisation ($2400);
where fixed capital items had been replaced, system B could be
made attractive at the second level of subsidisation, but even the
highest subsidies failed to bring C or D within the acceptable
range;
all of these results are calculated at a ]2"/{, level of discount: the
effecl of adopting a 20'% level would be lo raise the subsidies
required by a modest factor in all instances.

The overall conclusion to be derived from this exercise is therefore that
systems B and C appear likely to attract a small proportion of present
Persian wheel users immediately, and a growing number as time elapses
and existing fixed capital is used up. with a relatively modest reduction
in the price levels which have been used here. It should, however, be
remembered that no allowance has been made here lor the fact that solar
systems are imported at a cost for the foreign exchange budget of the
country, whereas Persian wheels are locally manufactured and repaired.

The comparison between the Persian wheel and the solar pumping
systems was relatively straightforward, since in all instances the head over
which water is being lifted is much the same, and at the smaller end of the
solar scale at least, discharge volumes and areas irrigated are of the same
order of magnitude. The comparison between solar systems and diesel
deep tubcwells is more complicated for a number of reasons. In the first
place, although it is a relatively simple matter to compare costs per unit of
water pumped, this does not allow for the fact that the low discharge from
a large number of solar installations may. in some cases, require much
more labour on the part of fieldmen than in the case of the deep tubewell.
Secondly, differences in discharge might lead to differences in the extent
of water transmission losses in the case of the two systems (although what
solar systems lose by virtue of the time which they lake to transmit water
a fixed distance, may to some extent be counteracted by the greater
distances which deep tubewell water has on average to travel). Thirdly,
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in instances where tubewell water purchasers wished to switch to solar
pumping hut did not already have an open well, then the addit ional cost
of making a boring and installing a well screen would need to he taken
into account.

These difficulties, each of which could substantially alter ihe point
at which solar pumping systems could become attractive, cannot be
adequately dealt with here. The results presented in the lower part of
Table 5 should therefore be treated with caution.

A further problem of interpretation concerns Ihe very large difference
in scale between the diesel luhewell, which at Ihe 28)ilrc.s/s level used
here can irrigate about 20 ha. and even the most powerful solar system
considered (system D), which will only cover 2 5 ha. The convenience and
economy to a large landowner of being able to rely upon one device as
opposed to five or six. with all of the extra labour which this would
entail, means that solar prices would need to fall very much further than
calculations carried out on the simple basis of the cost of water at the
well, and equal transmission losses from all irrigation systems, might
suggest.

Nevertheless, the comparison is worth making since, for every deep
tubewell owner there are perhaps seven purchasers of deep tubewell
water, and for them the cost of water to the owner should define the
minimum price at which they will be able to purchase (the maximum being
defined as the cost of irrigating the area in question by Persian wheel). In
the absence of reliable data, it seems reasonable to assume that the larger
landowner will be able to obtain deep tubewell water at something close
to its cost price (because if he were asked to pay much more than this he
would simply obtain a deep tubewell himself), whilst the smaller land-
owner wil l have to pay something approaching the Persian wheel cost.
As the price of solar pumping falls through the relatively narrow band
separating Persian and deep tubewell costs, it may therefore be assumed
to become progressively more attractive to larger farmers.

Proceeding on this basis. Table 5 suggests that further reductions in
solar prices will be required beyond the level where they can compete with
the Persian wheel, before (hey will be able to appeal to purchasers of diesel
DTW water. In more detail it appears tha t :

( 1 ) system A is less attractive than in relation to the Persian wheel:
(2) systems B and C would require high levels of subsidisation in order

to compete here:
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(3) system D could not be made attractive even at the higher subsidy
level contemplated by ADBP.

All of this, however, assumes that (inter alia) diesel prices will remain
constant in real terms. But if, as seems likely, oil prices were to increase,
then these conclusions would have to be modified accordingly.

Access to the benefits of solar irrigation

From the economics of solar, we turn f inal ly to the question of who is
l ikely to benefit if prices fall to Ihe levels at which adoption begins to
make financial sense.

System A—the one currently being tested—has been promoted at least
partly in terms of its suitabil i ty for small farmers. In one sense this is nol
an unreasonable claim, since the technology does appear to lend itself to
ownership and operation on farms which are at least smaller than those
presently equipped with modern irrigation (a conclusion which stands
even if one assumes the displacement of system A by system B). But by the
same token, simple interpolation from the figures presented in Table I
(above) suggests, in fact, thai more than 50% of all farms would be of
insufficient size to just i fy the adoption of system B: and this lakes no
account of land fragmentation.

There are additional reasons for assuming the exclusion of the smallest.
Owing to the inadequacy of the data available, no consideration has been
given to the likely influence of tenancy on adoption behaviour. Since a
high proportion of small farms arc at least in part dependent upon land
which is not owned, and since insecurity of tenure must inevitably exercise
an influence upon Ihe decision of whether to adopt a new technology or
not. il is difficult to avoid the conclusion that many small farmers who
are not already excluded on other grounds, will be unable to lake the risk
of adoption.

Finally, here, in carrying out cost calculations, it has been assumed that
farmers who previously used the Persian wheel would he able to give up
iheir oxen when they switched to solar. This overlooks the fact that small
farmers also use their oxen for ploughing and for transport, and means
that in instances where tractors or other oxen arc nol readily available
for hire, the solar pumping system could therefore be considerably less
attractive than the earlier discussion suggested.

A further factor to be taken into account is the stated intention of the
ADBP of promoting only systems with a capacity to discharge 4 litres/s at
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a head of 4 m. This would have the effect of excluding those farms suited
to system B: and ofleaving only those wi th large enough contiguous areas
of land to jus t i fy the adoption of systems C and D.

The question of credit must also he considered, since few farmers will
be able to adopt wi thout it . The ADBP proposes, after subsidies, a 10",,
down payment, a one year grace period, and then seven annual repay-
ments. Allowing for the 1 1 "•„ rate of interest which ADBP charges, th i s
would mean repayments of about $.100 per year at the price levels
anticipated. This, in itself, should not create insuperable diff icul t ies but
raises the question of who will have access to any credit wh ich is available.

The record of the Bank lo dale indicates a very strong tendency lor
loans to be concentrated in the hands of those wi th live or more hectares
of land. It is, however, argued that this reflected a situation where available
technologies (notably tractors and tubewells) were inappropriate to the
needs of small farmers; and that the new small farmer credit programme
has already begun to redress this imbalance, The most recent statistics
do indeed indicate a very substantial shift away from lending to large-
landholders, but the main beneficiaries have been farms falling w i t h i n
the two to five hectares category, w i t h only an ins ign i f i can t percentage
going to the under two hectares group who comprise the bulk ol I he rural
population. So even where there is a demand from small farmers, and a
capacity to repay—a question which cannot be adequately investigated
u n t i l much more is known about the cropping pat terns which will be
adopted with solar pumping systems- - then the indications are that they
w i l l s t i l l generally be excluded.

This is not an argument for opposing a solar programme, from which
many relatively small farmers can benefit: but i t does point to the need
for specific measures to ensure tha t the smallest farmers are not excluded.
These might include:

( 1 ) devising smaller capacity systems than those presently anticipated
so tha t farms which would otherwise be too small can participate:

(2) recognising that many of the smallest farmers would not have
open wells and would therefore need help in s inking borings for
solar pump use: this would entail attaching at least a lower priority
to the objective of displacing the Persian wheel;

(3) offering higher subsidies for smaller systems, and building in
safeguards against their resale wi th profit to larger landowners;

(4) earmarking the greater part of the loans lo be made available for
landholders wi th less than two hectares.
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On the basis of information currently available about (he price and
performance ofdiflerent solar pumping options, it would be premature
lo make any hard and fast statements about their likely fu ture viabil i ty.

It docs, however, seem likely that relatively modest reductions in price
(or modest increases in levels of subsidisation) would enable the more
efficient solar pumping systems to start displacing the Persian wheel in
areas where no olher form of lift irrigation is currently available.

Where other forms of lift irrigation (most notably, diesel deep
tubewells) are available, then the magnitude of the solar price reduction
required before adoption could be expected to take place on a substantial
scale would need to be considerably larger.

As things stand, if solar pumping technology does become established.
ihcn it is likely lo benefit the smaller farmers who have thus far only been
able to participate marginally in the benefits of the Green Revolution.
But wi thout some re th inking of current strategy, the smallest farmers will
continue to be excluded and may indeed indirectly suffer a further
deterioration in their living standards.
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SUMMARY

This anicli' develops the concept oj groundwater-supplv-capacit \- (GSC).
The concept is straightforward in the ease oj largepuhlie tubewells with
defined command areas hut more difficult where private pumps are used.
It is argued that level of GSC is fundamental to economic analysis of
groundwater options, and that the relationship with agricultural benefits
needs explicit treatment. Comparison of the performance of groundwater
irrigation developments requires an adjustment for the level of water
.supply.

The level of CiSC serving an area of land determines the amount and
frequency of irrigation, and thu.s the crops and yields that are possible. If
.supply-capacity i.s sufficient, groundwaler can be tapped on demand to
prot-ide the ideal water-supply for agriculture. Yel the unit area cost of
groundnatt'r irrigation is closely related to the level of GSC, and in a
capital-short developing economy there is a resource allocation trade-off
between high levels of capacity or larger areas irrigated at lower levels of
supply-capacity. For efficient development of groundwaler resources,
reasonable solutions have to he found to the interaction between the
economics of the crop-water response, the physical and organisational
efficiency of naler distribution, and the cost-mix alternatives, all of which
are functions of the level of GSC.

This article is associated with work initiated at the Inst i tute for Agricultural Economics at
Oxford and completed at Wye College with financial assistance from the UK Overseas
Development Administration (ESCOR). hut the content of the article is wholly the
responsibility of the author.
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